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Enter Now and Win a Custom Hunting Rifle chambered in 6.5-284 Norma with a Swarovski® Z5 Rifle Scope!

The LOBO series of custom hunting rifles by Classic Barrel & Gunworks is “for those who don’t hunt with the pack”! This superb firearm features controlled-round feeding with a cone breech, integral recoil lug, stainless steel hand-crafted action, cut-rifled stainless steel barrel, adjustable Rifle Basix trigger, Gentry Custom 3-position safety and a fully bedded McMillian® Hunters Edge carbon fiber stock with a LimbSaver recoil pad. A Swarovski® Z5 3.5-18x44 scope with Talley rings and bases tops off this custom-made rifle. This entire giveaway package is a $5,000.00 VALUE!

For more information see the OFFICIAL ENTRY FORM attached to this issue or contact: Wolfe Publishing Co., 2180 Gulfstream, Suite A, Prescott AZ 86301. Tel: 928-445-7810 Fax: 928-778-5124 Toll Free: 800-889-7810 www.rileymagazine.com

SUBSCRIBE or RENEW to your favorite magazines and enter the EL LOBO CUSTOM RIFLE GIVEAWAY for your chance to WIN! One entry for each subscription.

See the OFFICIAL ENTRY FORM in this issue.

SUBMIT an OFFICIAL ENTRY FORM in this issue.

Enter TODAY! Contest Ends January 30, 2012

Read a full review and test of the El Lobo hunting rifle by Brian Pearce in RIFLE #257 (May/June, 2011).
With the exception of bison, that nowadays can hardly be considered “wild,” the moose is North America’s largest and certainly most impressively antlered trophy animal. Considering the vast, wilderness country in which they live, as well as the headgear worn by the largest bulls, moose are, by anybody’s standard, a truly world-class trophy.

In Recent Hunting Trips in British North America, published in 1907, iconic African hunter and explorer Frederick Courteney Selous described his 1904 and 1905 hunting trips in Canada and the Yukon. Accompanied by a similarly famous American hunter, Charles Sheldon, they hunted the far northern wilderness for caribou, sheep, grizzly, wolf and moose, which Selous describes as “a mighty-antlered prehistoric looking beast . . . a sight that once seen can never be forgotten.” He claimed that the second moose he killed on the trip, a mature 67-inch bull, was “the finest hunting trophy that has ever fallen to my rifle.” That is pretty high praise coming from a man who had previously taken innumerable elephant, rhino, lion, Cape buffalo, kudu, eland and sable during a quarter-century of hunting the Dark Continent.

Alaska and the Yukon are home to the largest species of moose in the world, and each year hundreds of hunters trek north in quest of their ultimate trophy. Many, having previously hunted only deer or elk, assume that a beast that may weigh as much as 8 or 10 average whitetail deer or twice as much as a bull elk will require a large-caliber, overbore magnum rifle. As an unrepentant rifle loony, I understand and sympathize with the need, however tenuous, to justify acquiring a new rifle. If a “once-in-a-lifetime” hunting trip to a far off land isn’t justification enough, I don’t know what is. The truth is, however, most hunters living in the north manage to harvest their yearly moose with the same calibers used by Lower 48 deer hunters.

As a species moose are circum-polar and, although their animals are smaller bodied than ours, the most popular rifle among Scandinavian hunters is the 6.5x55. In many remote parts of Canada and the Yukon, the old British .303 is still in common usage. On his Yukon hunt more than a century ago, Selous chose a single-shot .303 Holland-Farquharson in lieu of the larger .461 Gibbs-Farquharson that he used in Africa. In Alaska today the most commonly used caliber is still the ubiquitous .30-06. For all their mass, moose are quite phlegmatic, and with stout bullets and a proper heart/lung shot placement, most any caliber with the power level of the .270 Winchester, 7x57mm Mauser, .308 or .30-06 will work well.

Trophy hunters usually feel more comfortable with heavier, more powerful armament however. Because they are after the largest bulls and are usually facing time constraints,
they cannot always wait for a perfect, close-range shot. Currently the most popular calibers chosen by non-resident Alaskan hunters are one variety or another of the various .300 magnums. The particular flavor doesn’t matter as much as the bullets chosen. Moose are massive animals with large, thick skeletal structure, and their shoulder and leg bones will easily stop small-caliber bullets, as well as fast, lightly constructed bullets from the magnums. With the .300s I recommend hunters choose either a 180- or 200-grain premium bullet like the Barnes TSX, Nosler Partition or Swift A-Frame.

The .338 Winchester Magnum is another popular round for both resident and non-resident moose hunters. Its combination of a larger frontal area, combined with bullets of high sectional density moving along at substantial, distance-flattening velocities, make it one of the best and most versatile cartridges for all Alaskan game. With premium 250-grain bullets it is suitable for any animal the state has to offer. It is one of my favorites and works so well that when I was in Mozambique a few years ago I carried one while hunting Cape buffalo. They are no larger than our bull moose, and 250-grain steel jacketed Hornady solids sail completely through them.

On the next rung up the caliber ladder are the midbores like the .35 Whelen, .358 Norma and the 9.3x62. Although not as popular as the .338, they retain a substantial fan base in Alaska and are fully its equal on moose. Their large, heavy bullets drive deeply and open a massive wound channel. A bull will seldom move more than a step or two with a solid heart/lung shot from any of these calibers. My son is a devout fan of the .35 Whelen, and our close friend Marty Meierotto swears by “Bonecrusher,” his beloved .358 Norma.

Although large, moose are not considered to be dangerous game, so there is no need for rifles in the “stopping power” range. A few guides may use their .375s and .416s, but only because those are the rifles with which they are most familiar. Pragmatic rural Alaskans, who hunt close to home and are looking for smaller meat bulls, use whatever rifle they happen to own. I know rural residents who regularly kill their yearly subsistence moose with calibers as small as the .223 and .22-250 Remingtons, while others successfully stalk them with lever-action .30-30s and .45-70s. Each year there are always a number of moose taken with archery equipment and powerful handguns as well.

If your quest is for a real bragging-sized trophy bull, like the one that so impressed Selous, you will be best armed with a powerful, flat-shooting rifle in a caliber ranging from 7mm up to the 9.3mm. The choice of rifles is highly personal, but today the vast majority of hunters bring synthetic-stocked, often stainless steel, bolt-action rifles with variable-power scopes. It is hard to argue with that choice, but if your favorite deer rifle is a Remington .30-06 pump gun or a lever-action Model 99 Savage .308, then by all means bring it. If, like Selous, you prefer a single shot, they work as well now as they did then.

The single most important factor is that you bring a rifle with which you are comfortable, competent and familiar.
“Trophy Board” Submissions

Send photos to:
Successful Hunter / Wolfe Publishing Co.
2180 Gulfstream, Suite A
Prescott, AZ 86301
E-Mail: editor@riflemag.com

READERS, SEND US YOUR HUNTING PHOTO!
Please include information about the type of animal, location of the hunt and your hometown.
All used submissions will receive a free issue of Successful Hunter containing the used photo. Photos cannot be returned.

Glenn Allardice
Hilton, NY
Wyoming Mule Deer

Jeffrey Lingbeck
Grand Meadow, MN
Alaska Dall Sheep

Mike Phair
Redmond, WA
Idaho Whitetail

Stephen Ward
Hilton, NY
Illinois Whitetail
The Southwest is well-known for gagger-sized pronghorn. New Mexico and Arizona routinely crank out large bucks every year. Check out Pope & Young Club and Boone & Crockett Club trophy lists, and you’ll see that the Southwest is well represented. Milder winters are often credited as one reason why southern pronghorn antelope have life a little easier than snowdrift bucks of Montana and Wyoming. Better feed in the spring and summer also helps horn growth, but the odds of drawing the best tags in these southwestern states aren’t good. There’s a secret southern state, however, that grows trophy black-faced bucks, some just as big as those in New Mexico and Arizona, and you can hunt it without the headaches of a public tag lottery. Welcome to Texas!
Two regions of the Lone Star State grow stud pronghorn. The Trans-Pecos region in far West Texas is a top destination. Hudspeth County is the top producer of B&C pronghorn entries in the state, and one of the top counties in the nation for book bucks. Other top counties in this region include Presidio, Jeff Davis and Brewster. Here you’ll find a classic desert landscape with cholla, yucca and assorted grasses. Spot-and-stalk tactics with big optics from wind-blown mesas or truck cabs is the first step. Once you find the right buck, a stalk through the prickly maze of chollas and across the plains is required. Ranches in this region are huge with pastures often measured in sections rather than acres.

The second region worth investigating is the Panhandle in North Texas. A few top counties include Dallam, Hartley, Lipscomb and Hutchinson, just to name a few. Panhandle pronghorn are scattered across a mixture of rangeland and farm country. Rolling prairie with short grasses, CRP fields, prairie dog towns, yuccas and prickly pear make for classic habitat. North Texas pronghorn have an advantage over those of the West Texas deserts. During fall and winter, pronghorn bunch up on wheat fields at the top of Texas. The bright green sprouts attract them from miles and offer a stable diet during harsh winter months.

Pronghorn have always been a part of the Texas landscape. Historical records from western explorers traveling through the Panhandle region documented prairie dog towns as far as the eye could see, herds of bison that blackened the prairie and abundant deer and antelope near the Canadian River.

In 2009 the statewide pronghorn population was estimated at 18,000 animals. In the Panhandle region, herd numbers are stable. The Panhandle supports the largest population followed by the Trans-Pecos, Rolling Plains and Edward’s Plateau. In the Trans-Pecos, numbers are declining at an alarming rate. According to biologists, the declination is attributed to multiple factors, including extended drought, predation on fawns and brush encroachment. Habitat fragmentation is another cause. The main cause for the recent decline of West Texas pronghorn is believed to be connected to a disease from a parasitic worm called the barber’s pole worm. It’s known that this parasite is detrimental in domestic sheep and goats, but its exact effects on pronghorn remain unclear. Necropsies done on Trans-Pecos pronghorn have shown high levels of these parasites in the body. So far, it’s a problem specific only to the Trans-Pecos region, and more research is being done. As a result of population numbers declining, permit numbers have decreased. Last year, only 569 buck permits were issued in the Trans-Pecos with an average utilization rate of 30 to 40 percent. Limited hunting of bucks is not a factor in the population decline. Typically, weather, natural predation and land use practices play a larger role.

Since the year 2000, Hudspeth County ranks as the fourth most productive county in the nation for B&C pronghorn entries with 51. (The top three counties over the last 10 years were all in Wyoming: Carbon, Fremont and Natrona, respectively.)

To date, Texas has produced a recorded number of 135 B&C pronghorn. The biggest Texas pronghorn on record is a giant Hudspeth County buck taken in 1994 by Walter O. Ford III. Ford’s buck scored 90 4/8 and ranks 27th all-time.

Since Texas is approximately 96 percent private.
land, with the exception of a handful of tags available through a draw on public ground, the majority of its antelope hunting is on private ranches. Texas pronghorn hunting is controlled by landowner permits. Landowners with antelope on their property request permits through the Texas Parks & Wildlife Department (TP&W). During the summer, TP&W biologists conduct surveys by airplane, helicopter and vehicles to estimate herd numbers for a given area and document the number of bucks seen. Using this data, permits are issued to ranches with huntable numbers of pronghorn.

Once permits have been mailed to landowners, usually in late August or early September, landowners decide what they want to do with the permits. Some ranchers choose not to use them at all or to only use some of the available tags; a conservative use of permits is typical. Other ranchers save them for friends or family. Some sell the right to hunt by way of the permit. Prices for this land access and landowner permit vary widely.

I paid $400 for my first Texas antelope permit back in 1995 and shot an 81-inch buck. More recently I’ve paid $800 to $1,350, but I know a few large ranches in West Texas that fetch $2,000 to $3,000 for their tags. You can find out where permits are available by consulting with regional TP&W biologists. I always look at a property in person, scouting for big bucks, before I commit to buying a permit. Just because a ranch has been given permits does not guarantee there’s a mature buck on the property.

For Texas residents, the only other legal requirement is a state hunting license that costs about $300. Texas’ antelope season usually lasts nine days in early October, covering two weekends. Weather is usually very pleasant this time of year, with cool mornings and warm afternoons.

Some ranchers offer hunters a place to stay on the ranch and semi-guided hunts, with ranch cowboys serving as guides to point hunters in the right direction. Others offer nothing more than a map of the ranch and the combination to the gate. Expenses like hotel, food and meat care are all do-it-yourself. Fully guided hunts are also an option. Several outfitters buy landowner permits, then offer their guiding services to help find a big buck. Food and lodging are included as is field care of your trophy. Cost for these hunts is usually $2,500 to $4,500.

Hunting Texas pronghorn can be challenging and exciting. Last season Ty Bartoskewitz and I glassed a tall, heavy buck trailing does just across the fence on land we could not hunt. On our side of the fence, a herd of five does and three small bucks stared through the barbed wire at the neighbors. As if we had willed it, the big buck left his harem of does and bee-lined toward the fence line and the small herd 400 yards in front of us.

Ty grabbed his .270 while I unfolded a decoy. We dodged behind a small hill, keeping track of the

---

**Realistic Expectations**

Sure, everyone wants a Booner buck, but the reality is, even on prime dirt in Texas, record-book bucks are rare. Mature bucks with horns 14 inches or better aren’t everywhere, but if you cover some ground, you’ll find one. With a little luck, 15- and 16-inch bucks are possible. Last year friends and I bought permits for a 35,000-acre ranch in the Panhandle. We each paid $1,350 for the right to hunt by way of the permit. The rancher let us stay on the ranch in a nice bunkhouse, complete with kitchen, bathrooms and beds. We hunted on our own, cooked for ourselves and dressed game ourselves. Of the seven bucks we shot, the largest was a heavy-horned stud with 15½-inch horns that scored right at 80 inches. We took several others in the mid-70s and one 13-incher. We left lots of promising bucks for next year and never did find the biggest buck the rancher had told us about. After tags were filled, we shot prairie dogs while making plans to do it again this year. That’s a realistic expectation for a fun hunt in Texas.
fast-approaching buck at the fence. When he ducked under, he galloped toward the herd, chasing small bucks like a coyote after a rabbit. Seizing the moment, we ducked behind the small antelope buck decoy and started toward the herd at a slow walk. At 200 yards we stopped to evaluate the visiting buck’s horns more closely.

The wind was blowing a gale, so we wanted a closer shot, and again, the buck read the script. He stopped chasing long enough to recognize the new intruder, us, and began to walk steadily toward the decoy. At 75 yards, he started to get nervous, pacing back and forth.

“Shoot him when he turns,” I said to Ty. “Shoot him now!”

At the blast, the buck dropped. The others stared for a moment, then charged over the hill.

I used the same decoy one more time, as a herd of 10 antelope fed in an open wheat field. Using the contour of the hill, and staying hidden behind the silhouette decoy, my 17-year-old cousin Alan Corrigan and I walked like ducks toward the herd buck. Once we crested the hill, they spotted us. As they stared at the fake pronghorn, we closed the gap another 100 yards before they got nervous.

“That lead doe is getting antsy,” I told Alan. “Rest your gun on these sticks, and I’ll range the distance.”

It was 270 yards. The buck dropped at the shot. We tagged two other bucks out on the wheat field, including an 80-incher and one with 75-inch horns.

I later glassed a herd of four antelope from a distance, three does and one fine buck, just as the sun was chinning itself over the horizon. Ty and I ditched the truck, donned backpacks and ducked into a deep ravine below a windmill pond. Using the contour of the ravine, we cut the half-mile gap in half before slowly cresting the mesa at the end of the yucca-covered ravine. As I was searching the group for the buck, his black mask and horns popped out of the tall grass on the left flank from the does at roughly 180 yards. He was looking into the waking sun, but he’d obviously caught my movement.

With my .25-06 cradled across a set of tripod-legged shooting sticks, I cranked the Leupold up to 10x. The cross wires of my .25-06 sat steady just behind the crease of the buck’s shoulder, and when the shot rang out, the buck went down hard.

It’s no secret Texas has lots to offer deer hunters, but what surprises some big game hunters are the other endless opportunities in the Lone Star State. If you love to hunt pronghorn and don’t want to gamble your potential fall hunt on the long odds of drawing a tag, consider Texas. It’s a secret worth sharing.

---

Top Ten States by B&C Pronghorn Entries

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State</th>
<th>Entries</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Wyoming</td>
<td>1,015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Mexico</td>
<td>559</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arizona</td>
<td>319</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nevada</td>
<td>257</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Montana</td>
<td>179</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colorado</td>
<td>139</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oregon</td>
<td>135</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Texas</td>
<td>135</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Utah</td>
<td>85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Dakota</td>
<td>79</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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What’s New

Sixguns by Keith
Elmer Keith
Elmer Keith’s boyhood mentors were Indian fighters, vigilantes, lawmen and gun fighters of a passing frontier. In his lifetime, he was recognized as a great shot and the leading pistol authority in the land. Sixguns contains his experiences, findings, recommendations and instructions.
Catalog # 579.1 . . . . . . . . . HB $54.95  Available November 2011

Professional Stockmaking
David L. Wesbrook
A step-by-step “how to” with complete photographic support for every detail of the art of working wood into riffl esstocks. Comprehensive coverage of the techniques is illustrated to gain skill and/or understanding of the professional gunmaker’s craft. An unparalleled achievement, destined to become the bible for students, professionals or those who appreciate custom riffl es.
Catalog # 563 . . . . . . . . . HB $54.00

In the Wild 2012 Wildlife Calendar
Featuring the artwork of Trevor V. Swanson
Acclaimed by critics and collectors alike, Trevor V. Swanson is one of the most gifted and promising wildlife artists in the world today. Coming from a long line of talented artists, Trevor is a brilliant example of inspired talent passing from one generation to another. This calendar features some of Trevor’s best work gorgeously reproduced in this one of a kind wildlife calendar. This calendar covers January 2012 through January 2013 and includes 13 beautiful works of art.
Catalog #12CALENDAR . . . . . . . . . $12.95

DVD Videos

Advanced Handloading Beyond the Basics – DVD Video
Wolfe Publishing Co.
Redding, Sierra and Wolfe Publishing teamed up to bring you an advanced handloading DVD. John Barsness hosts this DVD and teaches you how to use advanced tools to make your handloads shoot better. This video covers advanced techniques needed to enhance your ammunition accuracy.
Catalog # 544.9 . . . . . . . . . $19.95

Bullet Casting 101 DVD
Wolfe Publishing Company
This DVD video takes you step by step on how to cast your own bullets. From the equipment to sizing, it is all right here in this video.
Catalog # 544.10 . . . . . . . . . $20.00

Casting Premium Bullets for Handguns DVD
Wolfe Publishing Company
Casting Premium Bullets for Handguns is a DVD that takes you to a level beyond Bullet Casting 101. This “how to” video explains all the necessary techniques in detail. You’ll learn: to cast the highest quality bullets for accuracy; to cast bullets from a single cavity mold to the six cavity gang mold while balancing mold and alloy temperatures.
Catalog # 544.11 . . . . . . . . . $20.00

Gunsmithing

Benchrest Actions & Triggers
Stuart Otteson
For professional and amateur gunsmiths who plan to build benchrest-quality riffl es, this volume enables the enthusiast to select components from the research and detailed analyses of Stuart Otteson. Complete with drawings, all is explained.
Catalog # 541 . . . . . . . . . SB $17.95

The Story of Pope’s Barrels
Ray M. Smith
Pope’s finest work was with muzzleloading, lead bullet, soft steel, low-velocity, single-shot riffl es. This book captures his story and landmarks him as one of the greats of firearms development. A classic book of gunmaking history.
Catalog # 568.1 . . . . . . . . . HB $39.00

Gunsmithing Tips and Projects
Wolfe Publishing Co.
A collection of how-to’s including such subjects as the shop, stocking, actions, tuning, triggers, barrels and chambering, problem solving customizing, muzzleloaders, odd jobs and restoration. Over 600 pages of information
Catalog # 565.3 . . . . . . . . . SB $39.95
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Sam Colt’s Own Record, 1847
Samuel Colt
Chronologically presented, the correspondence published in this volume completes the account of the manufacture in 1847 of the Walker Model Colt revolver. This book is a most unusual and rare look at firearms and early industrial history. This record has never been published before and is a ‘must have’ for every history buff and lover of the revolver.
Catalog # 564.7 . . . . . . . . . SB $24.50

Modern Shotguns and Loads
Charles Askins
This classic covers shotguns and shooting techniques. History, ammunition, handloading and the principles and terms of wingshooting are explained. Timeless information.
Catalog # 571.5 . . . . . . . . . HB $25.00

Family Protection Guide
Craig Fox Huber
Learn how to outsmart anyone threatening your family’s safety with these practical tips from a former Marine with 25 years of experience in high-risk personal security. Guides to making your home as safe as possible and avoiding potential hazards of day-to-day living wherever you go may save the life of a loved one. Customize your family’s self-defense plan with recommended products, training and conditioning. This book will teach you how to “think security” in everything you do.
Catalog # 555.1 . . . . . . . . . SB $24.95

The Muzzle-Loading Rifle ... Then and Now
Walter M. Cline
This extensive compilation about the muzzleloading rifle contains a cross section of the preserved data concerning the development of the “hallowed ole arms of the Southern highlands.” History and gun knowledge not found so easily is yours in this vital resource.
Catalog # 567.8 . . . . . . . . . HB $32.00

The Paul A. Matthews Collection
Paul Matthews is the authoritative figure in the world of Black Powder Cartridge Rifle shooting. This collection of books contains a wealth of information. Once again Matthews offers his astute insight into the world of black powder cartridge rifle shooting with more tips and “recipes” for the accuracy needed to effectively compete. Lots of how-to’s, from cross-sticks to mirage to making your own casting dipper and bullet lubricant, Paul imparts all the facts and figures necessary to come out a winner!

More How-To’s for the Black Powder Cartridge Rifle Shooter
Catalog # 567.95 . . . . . . . . . SB $22.50

Cast Bullets for the Black Powder Cartridge Rifle
Catalog # 567.9 . . . . . . . . . SB $22.50

How-To’s for the Black Powder Cartridge Rifle Shooter
Catalog # 567.7 . . . . . . . . . SB $22.50

Black Powder, Pig Lead and Steel Silhouettes
Catalog # 567.14 . . . . . . . . . SB $22.50

Shooting the Black Powder Cartridge Rifle
Catalog # 567 . . . . . . . . . SB $22.50

Loading the Black Powder Rifle Cartridge
Catalog # 567.4 . . . . . . . . . SB $22.50

Forty Years with the .45-70, Revised
Catalog # 567.1 . . . . . . . . . SB $22.50

Paper Jacket
Catalog # 567.2 . . . . . . . . . SB $22.50

Dear Folks
Paul A. Matthews
Paul Matthews is the authoritative figure in the world of black powder cartridge rifle casting, loading and shooting. Paul’s books have taught us and helped us to learn more about this great sport. Now for the first time, Paul shares his life experiences during World War II. Follow Paul from his enlistment to VJ Day. This is a must-read for all of Paul’s fans.
Catalog # 567.15 . . . . . . . . . SB $22.50

Paul Matthews Complete Set
Buy the entire collection! You get all 9 books for only $175.00 plus the 2 books Wind Drift and Deceleration of the Cast Bullet at Black Powder Velocities and Casting Premium Bullets for the Black Powder Cartridge Rifle on DVD ROM for FREE.
Catalog # 567.SET . . . . . . . . . $190.00
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Propellant Profiles

Fifth Edition

The most convenient reference of powders available to American reloaders from the last 45 years. Includes manufacturers’ and authors’ recommended loads and tips. Newly revised and updated to include the newer powders.

Catalog # 544 . . . . . . . . . SB $39.95

Pet Loads Complete Volume

Ken Waters

This is Ken’s monumental lifetime work in the handloading field. More than just a reloading manual, this large, comprehensive book contains loading procedures, tables, tips, precautions and commentary; over 150 cartridges are detailed. No handloader’s library is complete without this comprehensive book. This new updated book incorporates all supplements from #1-#24.

Catalog # 549 . . . . . . . . . SB $60.00

Ken Waters’ Notebook – “Best Wishes for Good Shooting” 1968-1989

Ken Waters

Today’s best authority on reloading and firearms reveals his unfathomable knowledge through this chronological catalog of letters. In the tradition of other great shooters’ notebooks, this text of letters contains load data, little known facts, history, esoteric details and Ken’s personal recommendations to various questions and concerns.

If you enjoy finding little nuggets of golden information on handloading or guns, you will be fascinated on your journey through these letters that are jammed with information, not chit-chat. The loads are well worth the purchase and all information has never been published before. Ken was prolific in his correspondence with extensive details. None of these letters ever appeared in Rifle or Handloader magazines; it is all new material from the author. This is a large book presented in the original letter format. Those who know Ken will love this new book, and those not familiar will be amazed at the depth of his knowledge and straightforward, easy-to-understand writing style.

Catalog # 549.21 . . . . . . . . . SB $35.00

The Legacy of Lever Guns – Vol. I

Second edition for The Legacy of Lever Guns features 108 pages loaded with articles dealing with Winchester, Browning, Savage, Marlin and Mossberg leverguns. Sights, cartridges and loads are also covered for these leverguns.

Catalog # 566 . . . . . . . . . SB $7.95 ppd

The Legacy of Lever Guns – Vol. II

Catalog #566-VARMINT11 . . . . . . . . . ON SALE $7.95 ppd

Varmint Rifles & Cartridges

This magazine represents a large compilation of the best reports on the subject of varmint guns and loads published in the pages of Rifle and Handloader. Our experts cover many popular calibers from .219 Zipper and .223 Remington to the .226 and .243 Winchesters and the 6mm-284 wildcat. Each cartridge is covered in great detail from bullet options, powder choices and handload recipes – more than 800 loads!

Catalog #566-VARMINT5 . . . . . . . . . SB $7.95 ppd

Shooting Lever Guns of the Old West

Mike Venturino

300 pages detailing all pre-1900 models of Winchester and Marlin lever action rifles and carbines, plus reloading data on cartridges from the .25-20 to the .50-110.

Catalog # 554.5 . . . . . . . . . SB $30.00

Boots

Danner and LaCrosse Boots

We now sell a wide range of Danner and LaCrosse boots. To view our entire selection of boots please log on to our website www.riflemagazine.com
Hunting & Adventure

Trophies and Cartridges
Dave Scovill
This book offers the reader a potpourri of information on an unusual mix of subjects that is sure to help hunters and shooters. Bullet development, gunsmithing tips for your Colt handguns, thoughts on accuracy, trophy hunting, shooting techniques with iron sights, various rifle and caliber commentary for various game, leverguns, cast bullets and hunting tips name, just a few of the topics covered. From the author’s extensive experience as editor of Rifle, Handloader and Successful Hunter magazines, this book covers subjects usually not offered by other books, which is the purpose of this unique and valuable presentation.
Catalog # 554.2 . . . . . . . . . SB $24.95

Finn Aagaard – Selected Works
Finn Aagaard
Fans of Finn’s writing will be thrilled to find this collection all in one place. His in-depth approach on subjects, written in his impeccable style, allows the reader entertainment and learning in a neat package. He has tales of leopards, how to manage dangerous game, one rifle/one load, slings in the field, various calibers are covered, killing power myths and, of course, his great African stories, as well as practical chapters. You will love this book, and with its valuable information, it will make a great gift for anyone who enjoys hunting or guns.
Catalog # 564.2 . . . . . . . . . SB $28.95

The Longwalkers: 25 Years of Tracking the Northern Cougar
Jerry A. Lewis
Trek the snow-covered mountain forests of Idaho, Montana, British Columbia and Alberta with the author as he follows cougars/mountain lions on foot, guided by his keen hounds. Written by a man who truly understands and appreciates the cougar’s ways.
Catalog # 578.75 . . . . . . SB $24.95

Custer’s Horses
Gary Paul Johnston, James A. Fischer and Harold A. Geer
What really happened that fateful day in 1876? For more than a century, it has been the object of controversy, debate and fascination. Never before has the Battle of the Little Bighorn been examined from the horses’ perspectives. This landmark book reveals a never-published report and an untold story giving new insights into why the cavalry’s fate was sealed before that legendary encounter. History and Little Bighorn buffs will love this book!
Catalog # 569.1 . . . . . . SB $15.95 - ON SALE $9.95

Alaskan Yukon Trophies Won & Lost
G.O. Young
Back by popular demand in a limited hard-bound edition, the original book was printed in 1947 and covers an expedition into the interior of Alaska and the Yukon Territory by a party of three men. Share their journey through triumph and hardship. This is truly one of the best hunting adventures of all time.
Catalog # 570.5 . . . . . . HB $39.95

Wings – From Burma to the Himalayas
John W. Gordon
Indelibly burned into the memories of the fliers of the China-Burma-India theater are the experiences told by Gordon of flying the uncharted skies of the Hump in C-47’s.
Catalog # 582 . . . . . . HB $22.95

10 Days in Africa DVD
Wolfe Publishing Co.
Join Dave Scovill on his exciting hunting adventures pursuing Cape buffalo and magnificent plains game of the Okavango Delta in Botswana with a Winchester Model 1886 .50 BPE.
Catalog # 544.2 . . . . . . $14.95

The Stewart Edward White Series
From one of the leading outdoorsmen of the nineteenth century, White gives his methods for extended stays in rugged country with how-to’s from packing horses to pitching tents in rough weather. More than survival, you can enjoy your wilderness stay. His great writing style about African adventure is equaled in this work only with his love of North America.

Camp & Trail
Catalog # 580.5 . . . . . . HB $25.00

The Mountains
Catalog # 580.2 . . . . . . HB $25.00

*Buy all four and Save!
Catalog # 580.SET . . . . . . HB $75.00

The Forest
Catalog # 580.8 . . . . . . HB $25.00

The Rediscovered Country
Catalog # 580.3 . . . . . . HB $25.00
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Magazines on Digital Media

44 Years of Handloader Magazine on DVD ROM
The most valuable resource for the shooting community is now available at the click of your computer mouse! That’s right, access all the detailed technical information from the number one authority in the shooting sports in 44 years of publishing. That’s 263 issues! From issue Number 1 (May 1966) to issue Number 263 (December 2009), that’s over 20,000 pages of information on 22+ DVDs of high-resolution, printable files. All files are searchable; word search shows exact sentence or phrase. Simply pop in a DVD and it automatically opens with easy-to-read graphics. Click on a cover and open any issue. Fully functional menus! The information is timeless, and there is no other source worldwide that can offer this much technical knowledge in one place.

Catalog # HLDVD40 . . . . . . $499.00 Subscriber Price: $399.00
(For Computer Use Only)

Rifle – The Complete 40 Years on DVD ROM
The most valuable resource for the shooting community is now available at the click of your computer mouse! That’s right, access all the detailed technical information from the number one authority in the shooting sports. That’s 228 issues! From issue Number 1 (January 1969) to issue Number 247 (November 2009) that’s over 19,000 pages of information on 22+ DVDs of high-resolution, printable files. All files are searchable; word search shows exact sentence or phrase. Simply pop in a DVD and it automatically opens with easy-to-read graphics. Click on a cover and open any issue. Fully functional menus!

Catalog # RLDVD . . . . . . $350.00 Subscriber Price: $250.00
(For Computer Use Only)

Rifle and Handloader Single Issues on CD ROM
Wolfe Publishing Company
Every issue of Rifle and Handloader magazine are available in high resolution format on CD Rom. Older rare issues that have been sold out for years are now available. Each issue is searchable for that issue and preserves the original layout of each magazine.

One Single Issue on CD ROM . . . . $5.95
(For Computer Use Only)
United States Shipping Charges: • 1 = $3.25 • 2-4 = $5.00 • 5-7 = $6.50 • 8-12 = $8.00

Rifle and Handloader One-Year on DVD ROM
Wolfe Publishing Company
Missing a year or two of our magazines? Now you can purchase any year of Rifle or Handloader magazine on DVD ROM. Each year has a searchable index so you can search the entire year.

One Full Year on DVD ROM . . . . . . $19.95
(For Computer Use Only)
United States Shipping Charges: • 1 = $3.25 • 2-4 = $5.00 • 5-7 = $6.50 • 8-12 = $8.00

Magazines & More

Rifle
One Year Subscription: $19.97

Handloader
One Year Subscription: $22.97

Successful Hunter
One Year Subscription: $19.97

Handloader Magazine Binder & Rifle Magazine Binder
Preserve your Handloader and Rifle magazines in sturdy, handsome and practical black-grained binders. Organize 12 issues to make an attractive addition to your library. These are heavy-duty binders you’ll be proud to use.

Handloader Catalog # 515 . . . . . . $25.00 Rifle Catalog # 535 . . . . . . $25.00

*While Supplies Last... Get a FREE Master Index (1966-1996) with the purchase of 2 or more Handloader or Rifle binders!

1-800-899-7810 - www.riflemagazine.com
The reloading manual that grows and is constantly updated. You will never need to buy another printed manual; loads are entered daily into our database. You can search by caliber, bullet weight, powder type or a combination of all three. You must go to the website to subscribe. A free binder is included with your subscription. Visit www.loaddata.com.

Rifle Loony Hat
Wolfe Publishing Co.
John Barsness coined the phrase Rifle Loony. Now you can show that you are a rifle loony (which is a play on words). Not only do you love Rifle magazine but you love rifles as well. This hat sports a high quality camo pattern with high thread count stitching for the logo.

* Catalog # Hat Rifle . . . . . . . . . SB $19.95

Targets

Elk, Mule Deer and Pronghorn Targets (28” x 21”)
Place this these targets out to 100 yards for a life-size 200-yard look. All vitals are outlined to help measure your accuracy. Whether you are sighting in a new rifle or checking zero on an old favorite, these targets will come in handy for any hunter. Practice different shooting positions to improve on your abilities.

- Elk Target – Catalog # 552.004E
  $3.00 ea. • 2 for $5.00 • 4 for $10.00
- Mule Deer Target – Catalog # 552.004M
  $3.00 ea. • 2 for $5.00 • 4 for $10.00
- Pronghorn Target – Catalog # 552.004P
  $3.00 ea. • 2 for $5.00 • 4 for $10.00

Targets with a Twist (8” x 11”)

- Handgun and Rifle Targets
The staff of Handloader and Rifle magazines developed two targets for precision shooting with rifles, iron sighted handguns and scoped guns. With the unique color, bulls eye and grid, your target work is sure to improve! With the unique grid design sighting in handguns and rifles has never been easier. Targets come in handy pad form.

- Rifle Targets – Catalog # 552.R
  $4.95 (1 pad, 20 targets)
- Handgun Targets – Catalog # 552.H
  $4.95 (1 pad, 20 targets)
- Combo Targets – Catalog # 552.C
  $4.95 (1 pad, 10 rifle & 10 handgun)

Wolfe Bucks
Good for $10 toward any Wolfe product.
Subscription or renewal not applicable.
Does not include shipping.
Limit one per customer.

102282564
Good for $10 toward any Wolfe product.
Subscription or renewal not applicable.
Does not include shipping.
Limit one per customer.

Wolfe Bucks

Order Online: www.riflemagazine.com